The smart CGM system that enables you to avoid the highs and lows of diabetes before they can happen.
HOW PREDICTIVE ALERTS HELPS AVOID HIGHS AND LOWS

The only CGM that alerts users before highs and lows up to 60 minutes in advance.

**HOW PREDICTIVE ALERTS HELPS AVOID HIGHS AND LOWS**

**Alert before Low**
- Warns of oncoming hypo (up to 1 hour)

**Alert before High**
- Warns of oncoming hyper (up to 1 hour)

**Blood Glucose mmol/L**
- **TARGET ZONE**: 3.9 - 13.0
- **HYPO**: < 3.9
- **HIGH**: > 13.0

**CGM GLUCOSE MONITORING DATA**

- **SMBG TEST**
  - Prompt action may avoid lows or highs and/or reduce duration*

**People who used predictive alerts experienced an improvement in excursions avoided.**

- **39%** vs **10%**
- **60%** vs **33%**

* A confirmatory SMBG test is required prior to taking action.
GUARDING WITH MORE TIME IN RANGE

Spending more Time in Range can lead to a significant reduction of developing complications associated with diabetes. Users of Guardian™ Connect spent an average of 61.4% of their Time in Range over a 9mth period.

NEW LEVELS OF ACCURACY

GUARDIAN™ Sensor 3 is the most accurate sensor from Medtronic, with greater reliability.

9.4% MARD

THE ONLY CGM AVAILABLE FOR PREGNANCY

UP TO 7 DAYS WEAR

REDUCTION in frequency of Retinopathy with increasing TIR

REDUCTION in frequency of Microalbuminuria with increasing TIR

*Guardian Connect, with three to four calibrations per day.
GUARDING WITH MORE COMFORT

The more the CGM is used, the greater the improvements can be.7

WATERPROOF UP TO 2.4M
for 30 minute periods 6

LOW PROFILE, LIGHTWEIGHT

USE ON UPPER ARM AND ABDOMEN

5.7g

DEPENDABLE ALERTS
from 10 min to up to one hour
ahead of impending highs or lows

FREE CGM COACH WITH STARTRIGHT™
We provide the service, guidance and answers people need to better control their diabetes.

EXPANDED NDSS FUNDING FROM MARCH 1, 2019 (criteria applies)†

ACCESS CGM INSIGHTS VIA CARELINK
for 30 minute periods 6

SHARE 24-HOUR SMS ALERTS
with up to five care partners

GUARDING WITH MORE SUPPORT

For more information visit: hcp.medtronic-diabetes.com.au/guardian-connect or call 1800 777 808
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